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673. SOME FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS WITH SEVERAL
UNKNOWN FUNCTIONS

Radovan R. Janie and Josip E. Peearie

In this paper we shall give some generalizations of some results obtained
in papers [1] and [2]. We shall also provide some analogous results.

1. In this part we shall use the following notations

r r r r

n' Xi= n Xi' 2:' Xi= 2: Xi' eXPau=au.
i~J i=J i=J i=J

l;bk l;bk

First, we will consider the following functional equation

(1) (d,!XER).

The continuous solution of this equation is given by

(2)

f(x)=xrt. (r-I)C log X + i Ci- ~ )
,

i=J r-I

fdX)=Xrt. (CIogX+Ck-~ ) (k= I,..., r),
r-l

where C, Ck (k= I, ... , r) are real constants.
Indeed, by substitutions of

r
F(x)=f(xl/(r-J»fxrt.j(r-J), Fk (X)=fk (x)fxrt.; Xk= n' Xi

i=J
from (1) we obtain

(3) F(XJ" 'Xr)=FJ(XJ+... + Fr(Xr)+d.

The continuous solution of (3) is (see [1], equation (4.1»

r d d(4) F(x)=Clogx+ 2: Ci '-, Fk(x)=C logx+Ck-- (k= I,
'"

, r),
I=J . r-l. r-l

wherefrom we obtain (2).
Functional equation

j(Xl + . . ~ + xr) =
ktl

eXPaxkfk
(~; X) + d eXPa,t

x,

(k = I, . . . , r),

(5)
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has a solution

(6)

f(x)=ax
(
C(r-I)X+ i Ck-~

) 'k=\ r-l

I d )fk (X) = aX lCX+Ck--
r-l

(k = I, .. . , r),

where C, Ct'..., Cr are real constants. This result is. a generalization of
equation (1.l2.2°) from [3].

Functional equation

(7)

has a solution

( x" ) Cx"f(X)=exPd -- (Ct", Crxr-l) ,
r-l

( x" ) Cx"
fdx)=exPd -- (Ckx)

r-l

(8)
(k = I, . . . , r),

. where C, Ct > 0, . . ., Cr> 0 are real constants.
Functional equation

f(xt+'" +Xr)=D(fkttt' xrXPaXk)eXPd(
eXPa!t XI)

has a solution given by

f(x) = eXPd(- r~l)(Cl"
.Cra<'-l)Xfax,

(9)

(10)

(k= I, ... , r),

where C, Ct>O, ... , C,>O are real constants.
Functional equation

(II)

has a solution

(12)
(k = I, . .. , r),

where C, Ct>O, ... , Cr>O are arbitrary constants.
Functional equation

(13)
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has a solution

(14)

f(X)=X« (CIog(Cl' . .C,x)- ~ ),
r-l

fk(X) = x,.(CIog(Ckx)-~ )r-l
(k = I, . . . , r),

where C, C1> 0, . .. , C,> 0 are arbitrary constants.
Functional equation

(15)
f(.~ +ft(fk (xJ

~,.C~;
.,

)) exp, (exp.,~ x,)

has a solution

f(x)= eXPd(-~ )(Cl' . . C,axfax,
r-l

fk(X)=exPd (-~ )(CkaX)cax
r-l

(16)
(k = I, . . . , r),

where C, Cl> 0, . . . , C,> 0 are arbitrary constants.
Functional equation

(17)

has a solution given by

(18) f(x) = aX(cx+ 2: Ci-~ )'
fk(x)=ax

(
cx+Ck-~ ) (k= 1, ... , r)

~1 r-l r-l

where C, Cl,
'"

, C, are arbitrary real constants.

2.' Now, we shall quote some extension of results from [1], i. e., we shaH
consider the following functional equations:

(19) f(xy) =
x,. h (y) + y~ g (x) + dx" yI"

(20) f(xy) = x" g (y) + y~f(x) + dx" y~,

(21) f(xy) =X«f(y) + yrof(x) + dx"y~,

where 0(, ~, dER. In [1], the solutions of (19) and (20) for d= 0 and O(*~,
and (21) for O(*~ are given.

The solution of functional equation (19) is:
.

f(X)=
{
A(X~-X")+BX~' for O(*~,

x" (A log x + B), for 0(= ~;

g (x) = {

A (xl! - x") + Bx~ - Cx" - dxr.., for 0( *~,
x« (A logx+B- C-d), for 0( =~,

h(X)=
{

A(X~-X")+cx~, for O(*~,

x" (A log x + C), for 0(= ~;
where A, Band C are real constants.

(22)
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Indeed, the solution of functional equation

f(xy) = xf1.U(y) + y~ g (x)

for Ot# ~ is given in [I}. Using the substitution

u(y)=h(y)+dy~

from solution of (23) we obtain (22) for Ot#~. Using (2) (or (14»
we can easily. get (22) for it.= ~.

The solution of equation (20) is

(23)

for r=2,

(24)

f(x)=
{
A (x~-xf1.)+Bx~, for Ot#~,
xf1.(A log x + B), for Ot=~;

g (x) =
{

4
.

(x~ - xf1.)- dx~, for Ot#~,
xf1.(Alog x-d), for Ot=~;

where A and B are real constants.
The solution of equation (21) is

f(x) = {

A (x~ - xf1.)- dx~, for Ot# (3,.
xf1.(Alog x-d), for Ot=~;

(25)

where A is a real constant.
Using the previous results, we can get the solution of the following

functional equation:

(26)

where Ot/' ~j' dijER (1 ~i~m, 1 ~j~n), i. e. we have

{

Aij(X[3J- X "'i)+ Bijx[3J,

.

for Oti#~j'
fij(x) =

.x"'i (Aijlog x + Bi), for Oti=(3j;

(27)

for I ~i~m, I ~j~n, where Aij' Bij and Ci) are real constants.
In the special cases, functional equations

(28)
m n m n

2: 2: f(XiYj) = 2: 2: (x;"'h(y)+y/g(Xj)+dxty/),
i=1 j=1 i=1 j~1
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(29)
m n m n

~ 2: f(x; y})= ~ ~ (xt g(y})+y/,f(x/)+dx{"y/),
/=1 }-1 ;~1 }=1

(30)
m

"
m n

~ 2: f(x/y})= 2: ~ (xtf(Yj) +y/,f(x/) + dx/,"y/,),
/=1}=1 ;=I}-I

have solutions (22), (24) and (25) respectively.
Now, we shall give some results, which are analogous to functional equ-

ation (19).
Functional equation

(31)

has a solution

f(x+y) =ax h (y)+ by g (x)+d aX by

(32)

f(x)=
{

A(bX-aX)+Bbx, for a=f=b,

aX(Ax + B), for a=b;

g(X)=
{

A (aX-bX)+Bbx- Cax-daX, for a#-b,
aX(Ax+B-C-d), for a=b;

h (x) = {

A (bX- aX) + Cbx, for a=t=b,
aX(Ax + C), for a=b;

where A, Band C are real constants.
Indeed, using the substitutions:

x=logu, y=logv, f{logx) = F(x), h(logx)=H(x) and g(logx)=G(x),

(31) becomes
F(uv) = alaS" H (v) + bios' G (u) + daI°s" blog"

i.e.
F(uv) =

uloga H (v) + vlogb G (u) + dUlosa vlogb.

Using the solution of equation (21), we obtain (32).
Analogously, we can get the following results:
Functional equation

f(xy) = h (y)X'"g (x)y13dX'"ya(33)

has a solution

(34)

{

A(Xa-x") Bxa, for ex=f=~,
f(x) =

(BXD)X"', for ex= ~;

{

A(Xa-X"')Bxa (Cd)-X"', for ex#-~,
g(x)=

(BC-1 d-1 XD)x"', for ex=~;

{

A(Xa-xo<)cxa, for ex=f=~,
h (x) =

(CXD)X"', for ex=~;

where A>O, B>O, C>O and D are arbitrary constants.
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(35)

Functional equation

j(x+y)=h(y)aX g(X)bY daXbY

has a solution

(36)
{

A(bX-aX) BbX (Cd)-aX, for a=/:=b,
g (x)=

(BC-1 d-I Ax)aX, for a=b;

{

A(bX_aX) Cbx, for a=/:=b,
h (x) =

(CAx)aX, for a = b;

where A>O, B>O and C>O are real constants.
Similarly, we can formulate the results analogous

tions (20), (21), (26), (28), (29) and (30).
to functional equa-
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